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QUESTION 1

A customer plans to ingest 600 GB of data per day into Splunk. They will have six concurrent users, and they also want
high data availability and high search performance. The customer is concerned about cost and wants to spend the
minimum amount on the hardware for Splunk. 

How many indexers are recommended for this deployment? 

A. Two indexers not in a cluster, assuming users run many long searches. 

B. Three indexers not in a cluster, assuming a long data retention period. 

C. Two indexers clustered, assuming high availability is the greatest priority. 

D. Two indexers clustered, assuming a high volume of saved/scheduled searches. 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://docs.splunk.com/Documentation/Splunk/7.3.2/Capacity/ Summaryofperformancerecommendations 

 

QUESTION 2

Indexing is slow and real-time search results are delayed in a Splunk environment with two indexers and one search
head. There is ample CPU and memory available on the indexers. Which of the following is most likely to improve
indexing performance? 

A. Increase the maximum number of hot buckets in indexes.conf 

B. Increase the number of parallel ingestion pipelines in server.conf 

C. Decrease the maximum size of the search pipelines in limits.conf 

D. Decrease the maximum concurrent scheduled searches in limits.conf 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

Which of the following is a best practice to maximize indexing performance? 

A. Use automatic sourcetyping. 

B. Use the Splunk default settings. 

C. Not use pre-trained source types. 

D. Minimize configuration generality. 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 4

Which of the following tasks should the architect perform when building a deployment plan? (Select all that apply.) 

A. Use case checklist. 

B. Install Splunk apps. 

C. Inventory data sources. 

D. Review network topology. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

Which search will show all deployment client messages from the client (UF)? 

A. index=_audit component=DC* host= | stats count by message 

B. index=_audit component=DC* host= | stats count by message 

C. index=_internal component= DC* host= | stats count by message 

D. index=_internal component=DS* host= | stats count by message 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://answers.splunk.com/answers/461939/after-all-clients-are-registered-to-a-deployments.html 
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